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Nice to meet you!

We are 

The #1 Conversation 
Platform for sales & 
marketing teams on a 
mission to help your 
business grow. 



Texting is the new 
follow-up call

  
98%
of texts are 
read (vs 20% 
for email)

  
90%
of consumers 
prefer to text 
with a business

  
90 seconds

Average 
consumer 
response time

  
87%
of phone calls 
are totally 
ignored



How do leads engage?



Mobile phones VS landlines

88% Mobile lines

12% Landlines

LandlinesText

12.9% 

2.3% 

Conversion rate ROI BoostPhone Type

6x
more with text



Over half of online leads are generated outside of traditional business hours, yet less than 10% of companies 
respond to prospects on nights and weekends.

52% leads that come in 

between 6pm and 8am

higher conversion rate on 

leads that come in on nights 

and weekends
5%

Consumers respond outside 

of traditional 

business hours
42%

Inbound Daily Lead Flow

CONVERT 5X HIGHER
Over 90% of businesses don’t 
respond to inquiries during 
nights & weekends. If you can 
be the first to respond, you 
have a higher chance of 
winning their business.



Customer Journey

  

67%
of consumers 
respond within 60 
minutes

  

43%
of consumers 
respond within 5 
minutes

SPEED-TO-LEAD MATTERS
You are 21X more likely to 
convert a lead if you contact 
them within the first 5 
minutes compared to just 30 
minutes later.



How do your lead 
sources stack up?



How do your sources stack up?

Social Media

59%  Engagement rate

17%  Qualification rates

PRO TIP
Be patient and focus on providing value and assistance as 
consumers are more likely to be just starting their journey. 
Even though social media leads have a low qualification rate, 
they have the highest % of conversions when nurtured.

Avg. CPL $1-$17



How do your sources stack up?

Marketplace Sites

PRO TIP
Marketplaces sometimes share leads with multiple buyers, 
so speed to lead is key to being the first person consumers 
talk to.  Protect yourself from client poaching by following 
up quickly and consistently 

81%  Engagement rate

42%  Qualification rates

Avg. CPL $25-$150



How do your sources stack up?

Ad Networks

PRO TIP:
A good user experience is important, and Google rewards 
websites that provide relevant information for the search 
terms and speedy load times. Also be sure your landing page 
has a clear call to action!

67%  Engagement rate

36%  Qualification rates

Avg. CPL $10-$100



How do your sources stack up?

Organic Website 
Traffic

PRO TIP
Consumers landing on your business website are looking to 
connect with you as soon as possible - they likely sought you 
out specifically. Make sure you have clear call-to-actions, or 
even better, start sms conversations with consumers directly 
from your home page with Verse Capture.

76%  Engagement rate

38%  Qualification rates

Avg. CPL $0



The tools our top 
customers are using



Companies with over $10M in annual revenue

What CRMs do businesses use the most?

Industry-specific CRMs are 
designed to address specific 
needs and challenges of a 
particular industry. 

Pro Tip: Choose a CRM that 
offers integrations with third 
party tools & applications to 
ensure flexibility within your 
customer journey. 



Top 10 Ad/Lead Capture Platforms 

90%
Of Verse customers are 
running online advertising 
campaigns.

Pro Tip: Diversification 
across multiple channels is 
the key to consistency in 
your funnel.



It’s no secret that data is king. 
Here’s what Verse helps you track:

Actionable insights that drive revenue

● Total Leads worked

● Engagement rate

● Response rate

● Qualification rate 

● Daily lead flow

● Campaign performance

● Time saved

● And more!



How do you solve the 
slow response problem?



We do all the work!

$150k/year*

$660k
cost savings per year

  
83,600
texts

  
1,045
hours

  
9
SDRs ($90k/yr/ea)

  
$810K
cost per year*

vs

What does “good” 
follow-up actually take?
Effectively chatting with 10k leads in a month is a ton of work!

* pricing based on 10k leads per month* does not include CRMs or other tools



Start meaningful conversations 
with Verse Engage

  72%

of consumers respond 
during an Engage campaign

Engagement Rate Instantly engage and 
qualify prospects, 24/7

      Engage prospects 
before competitors beat 
you to the conversation.

      52% of consumers 
engage with businesses 
after hours. With Verse, 
you’re covered 24/7.



  5:40
average length of a 

transferred call

Drive more inbound calls 
with the power of SMS 

What is Call Connect?
Businesses with large call 
centers leverage text 
messaging through Verse 
CallConnect to drive 
incoming calls to their 
representatives. 

Hi Michael, this is Alex with Enlightened Insurance. We 
received your online inquiry about a quote and I wanted 
to follow up. Are you free now for a call or is there a 
different time that would work better for you?

Friday afternoon would be the best actually.

Sounds good. I’ll reach out then.

Hey Michael, Alex here with Enlightened Insurance - 
following up on our conversation earlier this week. Is 
now a good time for a call?

Ok great!

I can take a call in about 15 minutes

(Friday at 1:47pm)

(15 minutes later)

Outbound Call 

Call Connect customers 
increase inbound calls 
by up to 300%

See Call Connect
in action



  

Spark new conversations 
with Verse Revive

47%

of consumers respond 
during a Revive campaign

Engagement Rate Bring your database 
back to life!

      Keep your services 
top of mind.

      Revive interest with 
timely promotions.

      Increase customer 
engagement with 
valuable content.



Turn website conversations into 
customers with Verse Capture

  

Let your 
customers 
text you

90% of your 
prospects want to 
text with you, so 
why not leverage 
the channel they 
prefer most.

    

Instantly 
start 
conversations

Kick off 
conversations in 
real time when 
your customers 
are engaged and 
showing interest.

Generate 
new 
opportunities

Grow your 
pipeline by 
making SMS 
engagement your 
#1 producing 
revenue channel.



Verse Customer: 

  
68%
engaged 

  
49%
converted 

  471
hours saved

  
28,273
texts

April 2022 Data & Results



Instant text 
response

90% of consumers 
prefer to text 

Consistent 24/7 
follow-up

52% of online inquiries come 
in after business hours

Genuine
Conversation

Unique blend of
AI + real humans

Understanding your lead funnel is just the first step in growing your business. Engaging 
leads quickly and doing the necessary follow up is what makes all the difference. 

Not a member? Schedule a demo.

Get Started

https://verse.io/get-started

